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Front cover: Parallel ring with raspberry garnet $2575. At right: Parallel rings with raspberry garnet 
$1125 and $1395, and with chrome diopside $2775.

44 Years.  1 Promise.

Life is about celebration - and the memory that holds true long after the special moment passes.  
I am grateful to have been a part of so many special celebrations over the years. I continue my focus 
on exceptional quality and lasting craftsmanship with each piece that I design. I want to be true to 
you – to create that lasting and cherished memory through my jewelry.

The journey of each piece of John Atencio jewelry begins with a spark, an inspiration, and a blank 
canvas. I sketch my ideas on paper, meticulously planning each detail, and exploring many options 
in pursuit of beauty, progress and social responsibility. This includes the use of recycled gold, the 
sourcing of conflict-free and responsibly sourced gemstones, and the creation of each design so it 
is wearable, lasting and unforgetable.

Every aspect of the production process is guided and skillfully performed in the hands of proud, 
master-craftsman. Whether it is intricate stone-setting or careful polishing of the metal -  all 
phases are exquisitely treated. This is the foundation and the essence of my craft and my journey.

I am proud to share this 2020 Collection with you. It is a small sampling of time-honored favorites 
and new inspired creations. When you connect with a particular design - the life within a stone or the 
polished curve of the prinstine metal – you, too, become part of the journey. Let the adventure begin. 

– John Atencio
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PARALLEL 2

Parallel is iconic John Atencio: sleek styling, a pristine, high-polish finish, and beautifully faceted tril-
lion gemstones blended with diamonds. Parallel rings shown above with raspberry garnet in 14 karat 
white gold, $1125 and $1395, and with chrome diopside in 14 karat yellow gold $2775. At right with 
raspberry garnet: Parallel pendant $1995, hinged bracelet $3295, and earrings $2275. Also shown: 
Parallel diamond and chrome diopside bracelet $3495.
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ESSENCE

A return to simple diamond elegance in 14 karat rose, yellow and white gold. Above (left to right): 
Essence five-row hinged bracelet $7835, double-row bracelet $3850, single-row diamond bracelets 
$2850 each, and diamond ball pendant $3350. Also shown (front left to right): Essence ball drop  
earrings $4595, single diamond stack rings $1595 each, and Essence five-row diamond ring $3495. 
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PALOMA

New Paloma pairs simple clean lines with the dimension of bezel set diamonds in rose, white and 
yellow gold. Shown above (clockwise from top): Paloma stationed necklaces in adjustable 18” and 
22” lengths: $2875 and $1795. Paloma 3-row ring $2150, and Paloma stack rings $975 each. At right: 
Paloma 3-row cuff $4350, and single Paloma diamond bracelets $2995 each.
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GEMINI

The soft curves and sleek contoured lines of Gemini meet as twins in pear-shaped lilac amethyst 
and diamond pave. Shown above in 14 karat white and yellow gold: wide Gemini bracelet with pave  
diamonds $5950, and with pave and amethyst $5395, pave pendant $3275, and small pave earrings 
with amethyst $2475. At right: narrow Gemini bracelet with amethyst $3775, and with pave diamonds 
$4295. Large Gemini ring with pave diamonds $2950, and small ring with lilac amethyst $1395.
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THE DUALITY OF GEMINI
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OYSTER

Diamonds are embraced in the sweeping bold design of Oyster by John Atencio. Shown (at right) in 
14 karat white gold: small link bracelet $5550, pendant $2850, and earrings $1995. Shown above in  
14 karat yellow gold: Oyster bracelet $6950, pendant $3350, earrings $4295, and ring $3475.
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Signature is set apart. Each piece is uniquely inspired, one-of-a-kind, and a dazzling interpretation  
of luxury in 18 karat gold. Be inspired by the hand-sketched artistry, the individually selected  
gemstones and it’s uncompromising beauty. Shown above (clockwise from top): Ametrine and  
amethyst diamond pendant $7230, Blue topaz and rhodolite garnet diamond pendant $7260, Pear blue 
topaz diamond ring in yellow and white gold, $7250, Morganite diamond ring in rose gold $5995, and 
Marquis blue topaz diamond ring $7495. Signature rings at right: Citrine and amethyst trillion diamond 
ring $4855, Blue topaz diamond ring in white and yellow gold $7950, and Blue topaz and rhodolite 
garnet diamond ring in rose and white gold $7995.
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LINES & PINNACLE

The Lines diamond collection in 14 karat gold, as shown above: Lines hinged bracelets $4875 each, 
pendant $3995, and earrings $1895. 
Pinnacle blends soft curves, clean lines and cascading diamonds with brilliant tanzanite. Shown at 
right in 14 karat white gold: Pinnacle ring $5575, stud earrings $3650, and hinged bracelet $7795.  

A MODERN CLASSIC
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ORIGINATE & VENTURE

Linear and architectural, Originate makes a statement. Shown above with diamonds: cuff bracelets 
$4895 each, stud earrings $2795, and ring $3395. 
Venture stands alone. Shown (at right) in 14 karat white gold with London blue topaz and diamonds: 
bracelet $5945, pendant $2750, and ring $2650.
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PARIS & DEVOTION

The essence of Paris is captured with graceful arcs and pave set diamonds. Shown above in white 
gold: Paris diamond link bracelet $6995, rings $1350 each, pendant $1650, and earrings $1675.
Devotion is iconic John Atencio. Shown in 14 karat white, yellow and rose gold (at right): Devotion  
diamond hoops $3250, small Devotion bracelet $2795, and Devotion diamond bracelets $4495 each. 
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ENDEARMENT & ORION

The circle of life is captured in the softly contoured circles of Endearment. Shown above in yellow and 
white gold: Endearment pave cuff $7560, small Endearment pave pendant $1195, and earrings $2195.
The timeless style of Orion: sleek, architectural and classic John Atencio. Shown (at right) in  
14 karat rose, white and yellow gold: quarter carat diamond bracelets $6695 each, Polar diamond 
ring $1275, and plain ring $695. Polar diamond pendant $1550.
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CELEBRATION RINGS & ELITE

Commemorate a special event or simply celebrate with the brilliance of John Atencio. Diamond rings 
above in white, yellow or rose gold (top left to right): Everlast $5425, Devotion $3295, Lines 3-stone 
ring $4575, Encore in rose gold $565, Delicia $3195, and Devotion 3-Stone ring $2775. Shown front (left 
to right): Cascade stack ring $1195, Affection band $1995, and Confetti stack ring $1195. 
Elite Rings (at right) are inspired by the beauty and essence of powerful women in history. With 
twelve ring designs, each created for two to six-carat center stones, Elite is flawlessly engineered in 
18 karat gold or platinum. Prices upon request.
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CELEBRATION RINGS & ELITE
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ORO PERFECTO & SOLAR

Careful forging is used to create the elegant and contoured designs of Oro Perfecto. Shown above 
(from top) in 14 karat rose, white and yellow gold: cuffs $1750 each, and hoop earring $875. Hand-
forged earrings, as shown: Champagne (with pearls) $825, and Tassels $765. 
Stack in style with the newest Solar designs in sterling silver. At right (top left to right) with gold accents: 
Solar hinged cuff with cultured pearls $495, with black onyx $495, and with gold accents $495. Shown 
front: Solar ball pendant $295, plain Solar cuff $595, and Solar diamond cuff with black onyx $1395.
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SILVER
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ARRIVO

Celebrate and arrive in style with Arrivo. Shown above in sterling silver with gold accents in peridot 
or blue topaz with diamond pave: Bracelets $1225 each, large pendant $925, and rings $1050 each. 
Revel in the newest John Atencio Arrivo sterling hinged stacking bangles. Shown at right with gold 
accents and pave diamonds in peridot, rhodolite garnet, or blue topaz: $995 each. Arrivo plain bangle 
$595, and with pave diamonds $1295.
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SILVER
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APOLLO

Inspired strength in sterling silver from John Atencio. Apollo rings with pave diamonds (above left to 
right): Dome ring $775, Curve wide ring $565, and narrow ring $465. At right (from left): Apollo hinged 
diamond cuff with gold accents $1390, and plain Apollo cuffs $495 each.
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SILVER
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CHORUS

Chorus brings bold lines and a melody of dazzling gemstones in sterling silver. Shown above: hinged 
bangles in lemon quartz $695, and blue topaz $795, large lemon quartz pendant $1150, and small  
pendant with blue topaz $1095. At right: Chorus bangle with blue topaz and lemon quartz $1325, small 
ring with lemon quartz $695, and rings with blue topaz or pave diamonds $895 each.
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SILVER
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MEN’S MATRIX

Matrix brings oxidized patterning and iconic detailing for a bold and daring statement. Matrix  
designs in sterling silver with gold accents (clockwise from top): Matrix dog tag $350, Cross $395, 
Star of David $350, and money clip $375. Shown at right (from top left): Matrix cuff $395, Hematite 
bracelet $495, leather bracelet $495, Matrix signet ring $375, and Cross ring $425.
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SILVER
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